
True Classic increases SMS
conversion rate by 25% switching 
from Attentive to Klaviyo

Increase in average SMS 
conversion rate

25%
Consolidated from 3 point 
solutions to 1 platform for 
email, SMS, and forms

3 to 1
Increase in average SMS 
click through rate

398%

CATEGORY: APPAREL AND ACCESSORIES          PLATFORM: SHOPIFY

True Classic began in 2019 with a desire to create soft, perfect fit 

t-shirts for men at an affordable price. That desire expanded over 

time to include underwear, hats, socks, activewear, and chinos. 

Their mission is to build confidence for every man, irrespective of 

size, weight, or body type, and to always put the customer first. In 

2022, True Classic switched from Attentive to Klaviyo to provide 

an enhanced experience for their customers.



klaviyo.com/one

Learn how Klaviyo 
increases SMS return 
on investment for
True Classic

Challenge
True Classic invests heavily in omnichannel advertising 

across various social media channels, podcasts, direct mail, 

and TV. They need to create long term relationships with 

the customers they acquire by understanding how their 

SMS and email marketing channels are performing from 

one central platform.

Solution
Klaviyo provides True Classic with the tools they need to 

clearly understand the effectiveness of their email and SMS 

marketing all in one place. This consolidation provides clear 

insight into what marketing channels are driving revenue. 

The only reason we can acquire those 
customers and pay as much as we do 
is because we have a tool like Klaviyo 
that allows us to continue to build that 
relationship and ultimately sell more 
products to those customers without the 
recurring acquisition cost.

Ben Yahalom, Chief business officer, True Classic

Strategy
True Classic takes a data-driven approach to all of their 

marketing. Using Klaviyo’s A/B testing tools, the team 

tests the most effective subject lines, messages copy, 

calls-to-action, and times to send messages in an effort to 

maximize conversion rates and their return on investment.

They bring data from their advertising channels and 

Shopify into Klaviyo to understand key customer insights 

including the lifetime value of customers. With this 

data, they can create a segment of high lifetime value 

customers, push them into Facebook as an advertising 

audience, and create a new lookalike audience that will 

point their advertising at more high value customers.

The migration process from Attentive to 
Klaviyo was super seamless. Within a 
few weeks, we were all up and running, 
and never looked back and we didn’t 
have any issues with it. The Klaviyo team 
was phenomenal, really hand holding us 
throughout the entire process.

Ben Yahalom, Chief business officer, True Classic


